
 

ABSTRACT 
A large variety of linear mono- and 

polydisperse homopolymer melts have been 
investigated with Fourier transformation 
rheology (FT rheology) to quantify their 
nonlinear mechanical behaviour under 
medium amplitude oscillatory shear 
(MAOS). Master curves of the zero-strain 
nonlinearity 3Q0(ω) have been created, and 
are examined for their dependence on 
molecular weight, molecular weight 
distribution and monomer. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

The widespread interest in the linear and 
nonlinear mechanical behaviour of complex 
fluids established large amplitude oscillatory 
shear (LAOS) as a well-accepted test 
method. Oscillatory shear tests lead to a 
broad spectrum of mechanical responses of 
viscoelastic materials by varying excitation 
frequency (ω1/2π), strain amplitude (γ0), and 
temperature independently. There are several 
methods to analyse the results of LAOS 
tests3, one of which is the use of Fourier 
transformation (FT). This offers the 
possibility to transform the raw stress time 
data from oscillatory shear into a frequency 
spectrum, where higher harmonics of the 
excitation frequency can be identified and 
quantified. The intensity of higher harmonics 
In changes as a function of strain amplitude γ0 
and excitation frequency ω1/2π, where a 
nonlinear mechanical behaviour results in an 
increase of the odd harmonics of the shear 

stress at 3ω1/2π, 5ω1/2π, etc. The third 
harmonic intensity I3 was chosen as a 
measure for nonlinearity in several 
publications, for example by Hyun et al.1 
who investigated the relative ratio I3/1(γ0,ω) ≡ 
I3/I1 within a magnitude spectra of stress 
versus frequency with regard to branched 
structures and long chain branching. At 
medium strain amplitudes (medium 
amplitude oscillatory shear, MAOS) a 
scaling of I3/1 ∝ γ0

2 can be found in 
experiments. This region typically starts at 
I3/1 ≈ 10-4-10-3 for polymer melts.  

 
THEORY 

The time dependent shear stress σ(t) can 
be derived from Newton’s law in 
combination with a Taylor series of the shear 
rate dependent viscosity η(!"):2 
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Fourier transformation of the time-

dependent stress should consequently consist 
of peak signals at the odd higher harmonics 
of the excitation frequency ω1/2π in the 
frequency spectrum. To partly compensate 
experimental variations, I3 is normalized to I1 
which results in an intensive property I3/1. 
This enhances reproducibility in a way that 
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ABSTRACT
A high sensitivity system for capillary
rheometry capable of simultaneously de-
tecting the onset and propagation of insta-
bilities and the first normal stress differ-
ence during polymer melt extrusion flows
is here presented. The main goals of the
study are to analyse the nonlinear dynam-
ics of extrusion instabilities and to deter-
mine the first normal stress difference in
the presence of an induced streamline cur-
vature via the so-called ’hole effect’. An
overview of the system, general analysis
principles, preliminary results and overall
framework are herein discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Capillary rheometry is the preferred
rheological characterisation method for
pressure-driven processing applications,
e.g. extrusion, injection moulding. The
main reason is that capillary rheometry is
the only method of probing material rheo-
logical properties in processing-like condi-
tions, i.e. high shear rate, nonlinear vis-
coelastic regime, albeit in a controlled
environment and using a comparatively
small amount of material.1 Thus, it is
of paramount importance to develop new
techniques to enhance capillary rheome-
ters for a more comprehensive probing of
material properties. Extrusion alone ac-
counts for the processing of approximately
35% of the worldwide production of plas-
tics, currently 280⇥ 106 tons (Plastics Eu-
rope, 2014). This makes it the most im-
portant single polymer processing opera-

tion for the industry and can be found in
a variety of forms in many manufacturing
operations. Extrusion throughput is lim-
ited by the onset of instabilities, i.e. prod-
uct defects. Comprehensive reviews on the
subject of polymer melt extrusion insta-
bilities can be found elsewhere.4,6 A re-
cent method proposed for the detection
and analysis of these instabilities is that of
a high sensitivity in-situ mechanical pres-
sure instability detection system for cap-
illary rheometry.8,10 The system consists
of high sensitivity piezoelectric transducers
placed along the extrusion slit die. In this
way all instability types detectable, thus
opening new means of scientific inquiry. As
a result, new insights into the nonlinear dy-
namics of the flow have been provided.9,14

Moreover, the possibility of investigating
the reconstructed nonlinear dynamics was
considered, whereby a reconstructed phase
space is an embedding of the original phase
space.2,14 It was shown that a positive Lya-
punov exponent was detected for the pri-
mary and secondary instabilities in lin-
ear and linear low density polyethylenes,
LDPE and LLDPE,.14 Furthermore, it was
determined that Lyapunov exponents are
sensitive to the changes in flow regime and
behave qualitatively different for the iden-
tified transition sequences.14 It was also
shown that it is possible to transfer the
high sensitivity instability detection sys-
tem to lab-sized extruders for inline ad-
vanced processing control and quality con-
trol systems.13

A very recent possibility considered
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experimental errors, as for example 
inhomogeneity of the sample or improper 
loading and trimming, are mainly 
compensated, since they equally influence 
the different harmonic intensities. A 
quadratic scaling of I3/1 ∝ γ0

2 is expected 
from Eq. 1 

The nonlinear parameter 3Q(ω,γ0) and the 
intrinsic nonlinearity 3Q0(ω) were defined by 
Hyun et al.1 as follows: 
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The intrinsic nonlinearity 3Q0(ω) is 

expected to be a function of molecular weight 
and the measurement temperature. With the 
use of the time-temperature superposition 
(TTS) principle, intrinsic nonlinear master 
curves can be generated in analogy to linear 

master curves, using the same WLF 
parameters1,4. The TTS principle is expected 
to be applicable for the intrinsic nonlinearity, 
since it is a back-extrapolation of 3Q to the 
linear viscoelastic regime (Eq. 3). The 
general procedure to obtain nonlinear master 
curves is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. 

The intrinsic nonlinearity 3Q0(De) can be 
predicted by constitutive pom-pom and 
molecular stress function (MSF) models. 
Asymptotical simplifications of single mode 
versions of these models result in the 
following equations: 
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Where Eq. 4 is the result from the single 
mode pom-pom model and Eq. 5 is the result 
from the single mode MSF model, with α = 

Figure 1. Scheme of a five-step procedure from raw data (1) to nonlinear master curve (5). 
(1) Nonlinear stress time data of an oscillatory shear experiment. (2) After Fourier 

transformation of the time data, a magnitude frequency spectrum with odd higher harmonics 
can be obtained. (3) The ratio I3/1(γ0,ω1) of the first and third harmonic is proportional to γ0

2 
in the MAOS region. (4) Extrapolation of 3Q(γ0,ω1) to small amplitudes gives the intrinsic 

nonlinearity 3Q0(ω1). (5) A nonlinear master curve can be created by plotting several 3Q0(ω1) 
values of different excitation frequencies, which are shifted to a reference temperature, 

utilizing the TTS principle. 
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5/21 and α = 1.0 for linear polymer 
topologies. 

A comparison between Eq. 4 and 5 shows 
that a general equation could predict the 
intrinsic nonlinearity as 
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Where a, b and k are the material 
characteristics that might depend on the 
monomer type, molecular weight and/or 
polydispersity. 

 
RESULTS 

Nonlinear master curves of a broad 
variety of linear homopolymers with a low 
PDI < 1.1 were investigated with respect to 
molecular weight and monomer (Fig. 2). 
These nonlinear master curves showed a 
scaling of limω→0 

3Q0(ω) ∝ ωn with typically 
n = 2 ± 0.4. A characteristic feature of all 

nonlinear master curves is the appearance of 
a global maximum 3Q0,max ∝ Z0.35 
(entanglement number Z = Mw/Me). The 
nonlinear relaxation time τQ is calculated via 
τQω = 1 at the maximum 3Q0,max and is within 
experimental limits, similar to the longest 
relaxation time τ0, obtained from respective 
linear master curves. This similarity between 
nonlinear and linear relaxation times shows 
that they can be associated with similar 
molecular dynamics and processes. For 
further analysis with respect to the pom-pom 
and MSF constitutive models, as well as the 
proposed general Eq. 6, all nonlinear master 
curves are plotted against the Deborah 
number, De = ωτ0 (Fig. 3).  

The obtained picture can be compared 
with the predictions of the constitutive model 
theories and Eq. 6. Fitting Eq. 6 to the 
experimentally obtained nonlinear master 
curves yielded the parameters a and b, which 
were plotted against the number of 
entanglements Z (Fig. 4). A weak scaling 
law, related to the entanglement number Z for 
a and b, was found for all investigated 
polymers, a = AZ-0.5 and b = BZ-1. In a next 
step, an iteration of Eq. 6 with the new 
scaling laws for a and b, was fitted on the 
experimental data with respective 
entanglement numbers for Z and resulted 
average values for A and B. 

 

Figure 2. Nonlinear master curves of low 
PDI polystyrene (PS) and cis-1,4-

polyisoprene (PI). 

Figure 3. Nonlinear master curves of 
monodisperse (PDI ≤ 1.07) linear melts and 

related fits via Eq. 6. 
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Eq. 8 approximately describes all 

monodisperse, linear homopolymer melts, 
independent of chemical composition within 
the investigated samples. Figure 5 shows 
predictions from the pom-pom and MSF 
model with experimental data and the here 
presended semiempiric Eq. 8 in comparision. 
For low frequencies, all three methods depict 
the expected scaling of 2, but for high 
frequencies, only the semiempiric expression 
is able to describe the full behavior of the 
experimental data. 

In conclusion, it was experiemtally 
shown that a and b do not depend on the 
monomer for monodispers, linear 
homopolymers, but rather only on the 
entanglement number Z. Therefore, Eq. 8 
seems to be a unifying quantification of 
nonlinear shear under MAOS conditions for 
these kinds of polymer melts. 

Several nonlinear master curves were 
obtained for polymer samples with varying 
polydispersities (Fig. 6).  

With increasing PDI, the slope of 3Q0(De) 
for low frequencies decreases. From the 
multi mode MSF prediction, a scaling of 2 is 
expected for very low frequencies, within the 
terminal regime of respective linear master 

Figure 4. Parameters a and b from Eq. 6 for 
polymer samples with PDI ≤ 1.16, along 

with predictions from the pom-pom 
constitutive model (pointed line) and MSF 
model (point-dashed lines) as a function of 
Z. Dashed lines indicate the power law 
behaviour of each parameter from the 

experiment. 

Figure 5. Predictions of the pom-pom and 
MSF model, measured data and the here 

presented semiempiric Eq. 8. 

Figure 6. Nonlinear master curves of linear 
polymer melts with different PDI.  
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curves. In our experiments the slope levels 
off at a constant value, which equals 3Q0,max, 
within the measured frequency range and 
accessible intensity range of I3/1(γ0) for 
samples with a PDI > 2. Our data show a 
dependence of the low frequency scaling 
3Q0(De) ∝ Den on the PDI. The following 
empiric equation can describe this 
observation with a minimum set of 
parameters at De = 0.02, where the scaling of 
n = 2 for monodisperse samples (PDI =1) is 
still given (see also Fig. 7). 

 
K = 2PDI/>.>         (10) 

CONCLUSION 
The intrinsic nonlinearity 3Q0(ω) was 

quantified with medium oscillatory shear 
(MAOS) measurements in combination with 
model calculations, i.e. predictions from the 
pom-pom and molecular stress function 
(MSF) constitutive models. Linear 
homopolymer melt model systems have been 
synthesized for this task with varying 
molecular weight, chemical composition, 
and polydispersity. For these samples, 
nonlinear master curves of 3Q0(ω) have been 
created via the TTS principle, utilizing WLF 
parameters acquired from respective linear 
master curves. It was observed that all 
nonlinear master curves of low PDI samples 

(PDI < 1.1) show a scaling of 2 for low 
frequencies (3Q0

 ∝ ω2), until a maximum 
3Q0,max is reached. This result was also 
predicted by the pom-pom and MSF models. 
For high frequencies, it was experimentally 
found that 3Q0(ω) scales with 3Q0

 ∝ ω-0.35, 
which is in between the predicted values of 
the pom-pom (∝ ω-1) and MSF (constant 
plateau)  models. A general equation, derived 
from simplified single mode pom-pom and 
MSF models was able to describe the 
experimentally obtained nonlinear master 
curves of linear homopolymer melts with a 
low PDI, independent of the investigated 
monomer. Polymer melts with a PDI > 1.1 
revealed a scaling of 3Q0 ∝ ωn at low 
frequencies, where n = 2/PDI2.2 for a fixed 
Deborah number of 0.02. Model predictions 
from the multi mode MSF model for high 
PDI polymers expect a scaling of 2 at very 
low frequencies, again. This prediction, 
however, is currently not accessible 
experimentally due to potentially very high 
measurement temperatures in addition to an 
instrument sensitivity that is not available at 
the moment. 
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